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YELLOWKNIFE, NORTHWEST TERRITORIES
Thursday, October 25, 2012
Members Present
Hon. Glen Abernethy, Hon. Tom Beaulieu, Ms. Bisaro, Mr. Blake, Mr. Bouchard, Mr. Bromley, Mr. Dolynny, Mrs.
Groenewegen, Mr. Hawkins, Hon. Jackie Jacobson, Hon. Jackson Lafferty, Hon. Bob McLeod, Hon. Robert
McLeod, Mr. Menicoche, Hon. Michael Miltenberger, Mr. Moses, Mr. Nadli, Hon. David Ramsay, Mr. Yakeleya

The House met at 1:31 p.m.

Prayer
---Prayer
SPEAKER (Hon. Jackie Jacobson):
Good
afternoon,
colleagues.
Item
2,
Ministers’
statements. The honourable Minister of Industry,
Tourism and Investment, Mr. Ramsay.

Ministers’ Statements
MINISTER’S STATEMENT 71-17(3):
TRADITIONAL ECONOMY
HON. DAVID RAMSAY:
Mr. Speaker, the
traditional economy is an important source of
income for many Northwest Territories residents
and one of the sectors that this government
supports as part of our goal of a diversified
economy. Today I would like to share some good
news about our Genuine Mackenzie Valley Fur
Program.
We are at the threshold of a new trapping season.
Last year’s wild fur sold for record prices, resulting
in nearly $2 million in income and program benefits
for our trappers. This was the best year for sales in
23 years and prospects for this coming year are
positive, as demand from China and Russia
continues to increase. Trapping also helps to offset
the high cost of food in many northern communities.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Premier
McLeod and Mr. Robert Hawkins for their
successful efforts promoting our wild furs during the
recent trade mission to China. China is the world’s
leading manufacturer of fur garments, and demand
for our high-end wild fur is high and increasing year
after year.
This year, in cooperation with Fur Harvesters
Auction, the Department of Industry, Tourism and
Investment produced two new pelt handling DVDs
for marten and fox. These are distributed
throughout the territory and we have received very
positive feedback for similar DVDs that were
produced for wolf and wolverine pelts in the last
couple of years. They provide demonstrations and
tips on handling raw pelts for auction. Well-handled
pelts get top dollar for trappers.

Mr. Speaker, an important part of the Genuine
Mackenzie Valley Fur Program is our Trapper
Recognition Awards. We recognize the top senior
and junior trappers, as well as the trapper with the
most pelts and the most market sales in each
region. These awards were just announced and I
want to take this opportunity to recognize all the
recipients.
We are especially pleased with our youth trappers.
This year Leroy Andre Jr. from Deline was the top
youth trapper for the Sahtu region, and the top
youth trapper for the entire NWT. Andrea
Carmichael was awarded with top youth trapper for
the Inuvik region, following in the footsteps of her
grandfather, John Carmichael, who received the
Senior Trapper Award for the region last year.
Mr. Speaker, the number of youth involved in the
trapping industry continues to grow, with the
encouragement of the Take a Kid Trapping
Program provided under the Genuine Mackenzie
Valley Fur Program. This program introduces youth
to the traditional harvesting practices of hunting,
trapping, fishing and outdoor survival. This year
nearly 2,700 youth participated in the program, and
over 12,000 youth have been through the program
since its inception 10 years ago.
I advised Members during our last session of a
project through this program: the construction of a
traditional kayak by the students of Mangilaluk
School in Tuktoyaktuk.
The Department of Industry, Tourism and
Investment has recently created a mounted print for
the school, commemorating the hard work of
students to build the kayak. I look forward to
presenting this to the Honourable Jackie Jacobson
at some point before the end of this session.
We are taking action to ensure traditional economy
practices continue and that these traditional values
are sustained, especially through our youth. This
support serves to advance the 17th Legislative
Assembly’s goal of a diversified economy that
provides all communities and regions with
opportunities and choices. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Ramsay. The
honourable Minister of Public Works and Services,
Mr. Abernethy.
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MINISTER’S STATEMENT 72-17(3):
EAST THREE SCHOOL IN INUVIK
HON. GLEN ABERNETHY: Mr. Speaker, earlier
this month I had the pleasure of attending the grand
opening of the new East Three School in Inuvik.
This is a modern and beautifully designed and
constructed 11,500 square-metre building. It is
home to Inuvik’s high school in one wing and junior
school in the other. It has 54 classrooms, with a
large shared gymnasium, library and administration
area. The architects who designed the facility
worked closely with community members, students,
staff and the departments of Education, Culture and
Employment, and Public Works and Services to
ensure the design reflected Inuvik’s educational
and cultural needs.
The school captures both modern elements with its
structural design features, and the traditional
essence of the community. Multicultural art has
been painted in the hallways and displayed
throughout the school. Outside there is a beautifully
landscaped site with indigenous plants and local
materials. It’s very welcoming to students and
community members.
Mr. Speaker, the design and construction of the
new school also includes many energy-efficient
features. It has clean-burning boilers and a heatrecovery system, with computerized energy
management. It has daylight-harvesting light control
systems which control electric lights, turning them
off when the natural light is bright enough. The
ventilation system is modern and takes the
students’ needs into account by providing more
fresh air where students are working.
The new school exceeded the requirements for the
Model National Energy Code by a full 56.1 percent.
This was independently verified by the Natural
Resources Canada EcoENERGY Program.
Equally impressive, Mr. Speaker, are the benefits to
Inuvik and NWT residents throughout the
construction of this project. Approximately 74
percent of the expenditures for goods and services
went to northern contractors and suppliers, and 49
percent went to local companies as registered
under the Business Incentive Policy.
As of July this year, the contractor reported that 623
workers were employed in the construction of the
school, for a total of 456,000 person hours. Along
with office staff of the contractors, designers,
planners and the project managers, over 800
people helped make East Three School a reality.
This project is one of the largest and most complex
ever managed by the department.
Mr. Speaker, the project team for the new East
Three School achieved all of this while completing it
one full school year ahead of schedule and over $8
million under budget.
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Mr. Speaker, I would like to congratulate all who
were involved in this project. I also want to thank
the Department of Education, Culture and
Employment, the Beaufort- Delta Education Council
and all the staff at the Department of Public Works
and Services. In collaboration with the contractors,
architects and engineers, they created a state-ofthe-art facility that will be a focal point for the
community and for investing in the education of our
youth for years to come. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Abernethy. The
honourable Minister of Municipal and Community
Affairs, Mr. McLeod.
MINISTER’S STATEMENT 73-17(3):
NATIONAL BE A FAN DAY –
SPECIAL OLYMPICS NWT
HON. ROBERT MCLEOD: Mr. Speaker, today is
National Be a Fan Day, and you will note many of
the Members wearing red laces in support of
Special Olympics NWT.
National Be a Fan Day raises awareness of the
Special Olympics and their dedication to providing
communities with sporting opportunities for
individuals with an intellectual disability. In addition,
National Be a Fan Day highlights the role of
volunteers and the Law Enforcement Torch Run.
Here in the NWT there are 54 coaches and
volunteers delivering sport opportunities in eight
different sports to 45 athletes, as well as other
programs designed to help affected youth and their
caregivers incorporate active living into their daily
lives.
From just staying active, to competing in national
and international Special Olympics, NWT athletes
have done us proud.
Mr. Speaker, Special Olympic athletes gain
confidence in themselves and their place in the
community while benefitting from regular exercise.
In addition to the core financial support provided
through Sport North, Special Olympics NWT is very
fortunate to have many dedicated volunteers.
The Law Enforcement Torch Run raises funds
through their three annual fundraising activities: the
Herc Pull, the Polar Plunge and the Convoy for a
Cause. This dedicated group of volunteers raises
enough funding every year to cover 50 percent of
the Special Olympics NWT’s costs.
The athletes, coaches, volunteers and members of
the Law Enforcement Torch Run are all contributing
to the 17th Assembly’s goal of healthy, sustainable
communities and I would like to ask all Members to
join me in wishing everyone continued success in
reaching their athletic and personal goals. Thank
you, Mr. Speaker.
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MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. McLeod. Item 3,
Members’ statements. The honourable Member for
Mackenzie Delta, Mr. Blake.

in the Hay River area. Northland Utilities has sent in
an additional crew from Yellowknife this morning to
deal with downed power lines and overhanging
trees.

Members’ Statements

A complete staff is working day and night. More
crews will be sent in if required. The Town of Hay
River has been working every morning starting at
4:00 a.m., working as long as the crews can work.
Andrew Cassidy has indicated that every road in
the community has been touched by a piece of
equipment once, and now they are working,
hopefully in the next day or two, to get most of the
snow removed. As he indicated, the snow is
extremely wet and extremely heavy. The town has
also contracted out extra equipment to deal with
this extra snowfall.

MEMBER’S STATEMENT ON
ELDER CARE FACILITY
FOR THE MACKENZIE DELTA
MR. BLAKE: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. It has been
almost two years since this government closed the
Joe Greenland Centre in Aklavik to elders who
cannot live independently. Now there’s a lineup of
elders waiting to get into the facility in Inuvik, which
serves the entire Beaufort-Delta.
I am not convinced the facility in Inuvik can handle
all the elders who need care. I am even less
convinced that sending them from the communities
to Inuvik and Yellowknife is the best way to care for
our elders.
In my riding alone, there are more than 300 elders
over the age of 60. In Fort McPherson and
Tsiigehtchic, there’s only one home care worker for
each community. Even if the elders can’t stay at
home, the elders themselves would rather live in
Fort McPherson or Aklavik instead of Inuvik. The
reason is that family and friends visit regularly and
bring the elders traditional food.
The Joe Greenland Centre is part of the social and
cultural fabric of the Delta. The community of
Aklavik was proud of its role in taking care of our
elders. Members of the 16th Legislative Assembly
agreed in their last year in office and passed a
motion to continue providing long-term care for
elders at the Joe Greenland Centre.
For all these reasons, I am asking the Health
Minister to reverse his department’s decision to end
long-term care at the Joe Greenland Centre. I
believe the current building can be renovated to
meet the necessary standards, but if it’s not
possible, a new facility should be built in the
Mackenzie Delta. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
MR. SPEAKER:
Thank you, Mr. Blake. The
honourable Member for Hay River North, Mr.
Bouchard.
MEMBER’S STATEMENT ON
BLIZZARD IN HAY RIVER
MR. BOUCHARD: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Since
early Monday morning, the Hay River area has
been seeing some extreme weather conditions.
Each of the past three nights, the area has seen
three to six inches of heavy, wet snow. This has
been causing problems with power lines, roads,
airports and highways.
My colleague from Hay River and I have been
keeping up with the departments and organizations

We also had an opportunity to get an update from
DOT, Department of Transportation. Airport crews
have been working long hours to make sure the
airport stays open, and last night the airport crew
was able to keep the operations open, especially in
case of medevacs required. The department of
highways has been working throughout Hay River
and area to try to clear the roads as quickly as
possible. They have the full crews working on the
project.
I want people to be careful during this difficult time
in the Hay River area. Stay clear of low-lying power
lines and do not cut any trees near any power lines.
Leave that to the professionals. Travel is
recommended only if required. We hope that all the
crews out there stay safe, and keep an eye out for
all those crews that are working. Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Bouchard. The
honourable Member for Sahtu, Mr. Yakeleya.
MEMBER’S STATEMENT ON
PUBLIC HOUSING INCOME ASSESSMENT
MR. YAKELEYA:
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Yesterday I spoke about the NWT Housing
Corporation and I specifically mentioned Deline. I
would like to do a second part to my issue with the
NWT Housing Corporation. This one has to do with
specifically how they assess the income for the
public housing units in that community.
The people in Deline find it unacceptable how the
income is being assessed, and it’s being assessed
by the gross income. I have an example here. A
person that is living in a public house in Deline gets
charged on the gross income, and as part of that
gross income this person pays CPP and EI, which
they are charged rent on both the EI and CPP. Jobs
are not that available sometimes and they get
short-term jobs. This person finishes work and
applies for EI. Housing asks if he has any income.
They declare it on their income, which is their EI,
which is about $700 every two weeks. Again, they
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are being charged on the income, whereas they are
already told that the housing that was already
charged on the gross income, which EI is included
on their rent. This person and the people in Deline
feel that Housing is double-dipping on their income
and rent.
Another note is that they are also charging the
Child Tax Benefit as income. This money should go
towards milk, bread, eggs and Pampers, which also
goes towards children’s healthy living.
I will have some questions on this issue with the
Minister at the appropriate time.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Yakeleya. The
honourable Member for Weledeh, Mr. Bromley.
MEMBER’S STATEMENT ON
GIANT MINE REMEDIATION
PROJECT PROPOSAL
MR. BROMLEY: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. The
environmental assessment hearings for the Giant
Mine Project were held in September. The
Mackenzie Valley Environmental Review Board
heard testimony on the plan to stabilize the vast
stores of arsenic and conduct limited surface
remediation. On the first night of public
presentations alone, 50 people sat through a 45minute power outage to share their concerns.
Seventeen people spoke, most staying well past
11:00 p.m. People care deeply about the Giant
Mine cleanup.
Based on my observations, people spoke of the
lack of a funded perpetual care plan, lack of a
legally binding independent oversight mechanism,
the proposal to dump arsenic-laden water into Back
Bay in new ways, lack of commitment to research
the final elimination of the arsenic, concerns that
the frozen block method won’t work over the long
term, the consistent failure to proactively
communicate project information, and many other
misgivings. Besides individual residents, the
Yellowknives Dene First Nation, Alternatives North,
and the North Slave Metis present thorough and
learned submissions.
Weeks later, the project co-proponents – Canada
and the GNWT – sent closing comments to the
board. Reading their final comments, I have to
wonder if the governments were hearing the same
input I was or if they just weren’t listening. Consider
the quotation, “The project team concludes that the
remediation plan is not the source of the longstanding concerns about Giant Mine.” Dismay and
skepticism with the remediation proposal, its
delivery and monitoring are exactly what the public,
Aboriginal government and NGO concerns are all
about. The co-proponents’ comments demonstrate
the adoption of virtually nothing from the concerns
expressed so strongly by public interest groups and
citizens.
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This week we had more evidence of this deafness.
The proponents gave public registry notice that they
will proceed with demolition of the roaster complex,
exempting the most arsenic-contaminated portion
of the site after the underground vaults from the
authority of the environmental assessments. Rather
than make an effort to inform the public or allay
concerns, they are seeking board approval to do it
without public oversight.
I will table the co-proponents’ letter today and will
question the Minister of the Environment on this
government’s
role
in
these
disappointing
developments and pronouncements.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Bromley. The
honourable Member for Inuvik Boot Lake, Mr.
Moses.
MEMBER’S STATEMENT ON
INUVIK TO TUKTOYAKTUK
HIGHWAY PROJECT
MR. MOSES: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. This
government and territory is on the verge of making
a big decision come the New Year, and that’s in
regard to the Inuvik-Tuk highway. There has been a
lot of debate and a lot of discussions, both in the
media and this House as well as in the
communities. Some discussions were talked about
and it seems like this is a new project. This is not a
new project. This project itself has been on the
federal government books since the 1970s, and
more recently within this government since the late
1980s. It just happens that today with this
government, the 17th Legislative Assembly, we’re
dealing with the facts of making it a reality, and
that’s our responsibility. On top of that, we do have
strong support from the federal government as well.
This is not a project that is just going to stimulate
the economy in the area of the Territories that really
needs it at this time but, rather, it’s an investment;
an investment into the communities of Tuktoyaktuk,
Inuvik, the Beaufort-Delta region and, more
importantly, for this territory and even Canada, as it
will bring the country from coast to coast to coast.
Not only that, but we’re also looking at big projects
such as the fibre optic link, offshore drilling and a
big piece of the Mackenzie Valley Highway, which
are all priorities of this government as we move
forward.
As we move forward on this project, I want to
encourage the government that when this project
comes to task and we have to start looking at
making decisions, that this government works with
our Aboriginal groups up in the Beaufort-Delta
region so that everybody gets a piece of the pie, so
that everybody gets jobs and gets to be part of this
big process. As well, in the design and the makeup
of this project working with our local contractors,
who have done great work up in the Beaufort-Delta
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region, in the communities, on the road system, and
being part of making this project become reality.
I would also just like to thank all the leaders that
have been part of this process to make it a reality,
all the regional leaders up in the Beaufort-Delta
region and throughout the Northwest Territories. It’s
a long, drawn out process, a lot of debates, a lot of
discussions going on, and I appreciate the hard
work, commitment and dedication that they have to
see this big project come through.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Moses. The
Member for Nahendeh, Mr. Menicoche.
MEMBER’S STATEMENT ON
RESIDENCY REQUIREMENTS FOR
HOUSNG PROGRAMS
MR. MENICOCHE: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. The
lack of housing is a huge problem in many of our
communities. On the other hand, there are also
vacant units in some of our communities. I believe
that there are also problems with access to housing
that is available. That is, there is housing and there
are people who need housing, but they’re not
eligible for it. For example, I am told that there’s a
one-year residency requirement to access some
community housing programs. In general, that is
fine, but what happens when someone returns to a
small community and has nowhere to live? It seems
that the NWT Housing Corporation expects people
to couch surf in other people’s homes for a year to
become eligible for housing, even if Housing
Corporation units are available.
This is a barrier that discourages people from
returning to their home communities where their
families and cultures are the strongest. In addition,
there are few market rentals for people who come
to live in a small community for a time. These
people need to be housed and we want to welcome
them, but where are they going to live?
There’s a real need for flexibility in the way we
allocate housing units. The system must fit local
needs and local conditions. I think that a policy for
transitional housing should be developed. It could
help meet local needs and reduce vacancies in
units owned by the Housing Corporation.
The Housing Corporation has made a lot of
progress in the past year and improved its
operations. I recognize that good work, so I’m
optimistic that the corporation will work with these
communities in my riding to meet their needs.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Menicoche. The
Member for Yellowknife Centre, Mr. Hawkins.
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MEMBER’S STATEMENT ON
FIRST RESPONDERS IN
SMALL COMMUNITIES
MR. HAWKINS: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. In
Yellowknife we’re very fortunate to have organized
first responders in our city. I know I’m very grateful,
as well as many other people in our city. However,
not every community has this privilege, and for
obvious reasons; sometimes it’s not feasible, but
that doesn’t make it any more right and it certainly
doesn’t make it fair. By coincidence, if you happen
to live in the Tu Nedhe riding – that’s either in
Lutselk'e or Fort Resolution – and just by chance
there happens to be a terrible situation in that
particular area, who responds? Who has the skills
and experience, and certainly the know-how to
respond to that type of situation?
We all know about MACA and their efforts about
putting equipment in communities, but at the same
time, where are the skills? What good is good
equipment with goodwill when no one has the skills
and abilities to respond safely and properly to
incidences?
As I understand it, community nurses, in some
cases, have a policy that causes them to be unable
to leave the nursing station to respond properly to
these incidences. So what does it mean? It means
good people are responding to incidents in some
cases untrained. So we have untrained volunteers
out there trying to do the best they can and to that I
applaud them.
In some communities like Deline, we have heroes,
local heroes like Kirk Hughes, who stepped forward
and said this is no longer going to happen. He is
solving Health and Social Services’ mistake, or gap,
I should say, in services.
I think it is time that Health and Social Services gets
behind community initiatives and helps train first
responders in these types of incidents. Without the
skills and abilities to tackle these types of problems,
we may put the intended person we are trying to
rescue into being a further victim of the situation.
That said, we may put the rescuer in grave danger.
There are plenty of organizations that are willing to
step forward, and help and offer the training, such
as the Mine Training Society. The bottom line here
is Health and Social Services has the responsibility
to ensure local people are trained with the skills,
ability and know-how to help rescue people in their
need. I think it is time we step forward and do that
responsibility across the North all the way through
our Territories and all of our small communities.
Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Hawkins. The
honourable Member for Deh Cho, Mr. Nadli.
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MEMBER’S STATEMENT ON
IMPACT OF BISON ANTHRAX OUTBREAK
ON MOOSE POPULATIONS
MR. NADLI: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. [Translation]
I want to speak a bit in my language.
The moose is a large animal that thrives in the wild.
For Aboriginal people, this huge animal is very
important. In our culture we use the moose for
clothing, food and tools. This is why moose are very
important to us in our culture.
In regard to our ancestors, we cherish the moose
and we use it for a lot of things. When we are
hunting in the bush, we are hunting for our elders,
our family. When we are hunting along the river, the
person that I am talking about is a person that likes
to be in the wild, in the bush, hunting. This person I
am talking about was participating in a hunting
party that was hunting along the river.
At this time that I’m talking about, there was some
wildlife diseases that were starting to happen in my
area. They were wondering why these things were
happening. This is what I’m going to be talking
about today. This disease that prevailed among the
bison was an organic disease that originates from
the earth. This happens when it is moist and hot.
There was a lot of activity during this time that the
bison were experiencing this disease.
We have also experienced a lot of aircraft in the
area during this bison disease prevention activity.
As a result of that, the aircraft were disrupting the
other animals such as the moose. Because of that,
we didn’t have a lot of moose. There are other
animals that have been affected because of this
disease amongst the bison. We along the
Mackenzie River are wondering if maybe the
monitoring of the animals that we consider
important, such as moose, we would appreciate it if
it was monitored better. What I am thinking is that
because of the disruption by aircraft is one of the
reasons we didn’t have much moose in our area
this fall. Mahsi. [Translation ends]
MR. SPEAKER:
Thank you, Mr. Nadli. The
Member for Frame Lake, Ms. Bisaro.
MEMBER’S STATEMENT ON
GIANT MINE REMEDIATION
PROJECT PROPOSAL
MS. BISARO: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. As you
heard from Mr. Bromley already, for a full week this
past September the environmental assessment
hearings were held on the remediation plan for the
Giant Mine site. The GNWT is a partner with the
Government of Canada, acting as the developer for
the project at these hearings. Two weeks ago the
developer made their final submission to the
Mackenzie Valley Environmental Impact Review
Board, and reading the content of their submission,
as Mr. Bromley stated, I also felt that it’s almost as
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though they weren’t listening to any of the
presenters.
The GNWT representative on the project
development team signed the final submission, so I
have to assume that this government supports the
position outlined in that final submission. If that’s
the case, then I must express my grave concern
that this government is not adequately representing
me and my constituents to the review board.
The developer states that the community showed
wide support for the freezing approach. I only
attended one evening session, but my experience
that night was not that as expressed by the
developer. Most presenters found fault with the
freezing approach for one reason or another.
The developer is also confident that their plan is the
best available approach. That seems to
acknowledge the lack of confidence in the
remediation plan by the general public, but it’s the
intention of the developer to continue to engage
Yellowknife citizens until they too become
confident. That method hasn’t worked to date, why
would it work in the future?
Lastly, the developer’s submission had no
indication of any commitment to real and effective
oversight of the project and long-term monitoring
required for the project. This was a huge concern
for many of the interveners at the hearings and it’s
a huge personal concern for me as well.
So considering that a number of issues are still at
large, a number of issues are still not adequately
dealt with, in the minds of both the Yellowknives
Dene and the citizens of Yellowknife, how can this
government sign off on this final submission to the
review board? How is my government protecting
me, protecting the residents of my riding and the
city?
Mr. Speaker, I will have questions for the Minister
responsible for this project at the appropriate time.
Thank you.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Ms. Bisaro. The
Member for Range Lake, Mr. Dolynny.
MEMBER’S STATEMENT ON
REHABILITATION PRIORITIZATION
MR. DOLYNNY: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. During
the summer our local paper ran a story about
Allisdair Leishman, a young man who stabbed
himself in the Stanton Territorial Hospital’s kitchen.
Requiring the proper long-term care and concerned
about the lack of physiotherapy care the young man
wasn’t receiving, the mother, Mrs. Leishman from
Kakisa, took to the paper.
In essence, in the article Mrs. Leishman alludes
that her son was limited to two hours per month of
physiotherapy care. Upon my office’s investigation,
it was verified that the Stanton Hospital was fully
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staffed with eight physiotherapists. It appears that
only one physiotherapist provided care to inpatients. On top of that, according to long-term care
requirements of the Stanton Hospital website, it
clearly states that the average PT care is two hours
a week, and not two hours a month, as cited in the
article. I know I will have some general questions to
the Minister on this one later today.
The overarching issue here today is not the Allisdair
Leishman situation, although tragic and sad, but it
does lend to the issue of priority care for
rehabilitation patients. This situation does nothing
more than prove that the current system is failing,
forcing many patients to seek therapy outside the
hospital and sometimes travelling down south for
services.
Ultimately what we are seeing is the improper
prioritization of non-acute outpatients versus care
for hospitalized in-patients. We could address this
simple principle. We could conceivably provide
more services if we just prioritized fewer acute
clients.
Case in point, even during filling out an outpatient
services form for clients – which I will be tabling
later today – one can clearly see that WSCC
patients are given urgent status over in-patient
care. Upon further investigation, this urgent status
also affects patients of DND, RCMP and auto
insurance, in which these classifications receive
more urgent status than in-patients with long-term
care needs.
What is the solution? I say the solution is relatively
simple: Prioritize your patients. That is, make sure
your long-term care in patients who need this care
most are taken care of first, before we deal with
less urgent outpatients.
I will be asking this simple question to the Minister
of Health later today, and further to that, I hope that
this exercise will propel a much more thorough
review of the entire NWT rehabilitation prioritization
tools, as these evidence-based tools are being
used as standards in jurisdictions worldwide. Thank
you.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Dolynny. The
honourable Member for Hay River South, Mrs.
Groenewegen.
MEMBER’S STATEMENT ON
HAY RIVER HOSPITAL FOUNDATION
MRS. GROENEWEGEN: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
Today I would like to talk about a fundraising
initiative that has been most beneficial to Hay River
through the Hay River Hospital Foundation.
The Hay River Hospital Foundation was established
in January 2000 to assist with the mandate of Hay
River Health and Social Services Authority. The
role of the foundation was to support and assist the
health authority in achieving its goal, with particular
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emphasis on providing much needed funds for
capital equipment or training needs for its residents.
Raising money is never easy and I’m always
intrigued at how organizations take the time to think
outside the box for their fundraising initiatives. Hay
River Hospital Foundation is one such organization
that is truly in that category. Aside from the regular
services and programs, the Hay River Hospital
Foundation holds an annual on-line auction that
allows you a chance to bid on some great deals.
I’m excited to say that the Hay River Hospital
Foundation is once again hosting their unique online auction. In fact, they started this auction on
October 15th and it won’t last long, as it closes at
th
9:00 p.m. sharp this coming Monday, October 29 .
I’m hoping that the people of Hay River and even
people from across the Territories – and we would
never say no to money from Yellowknife – that
people will go on-line and register to maybe try your
luck at picking up some unique items from various
Hay River merchants who have donated these
items. It’s fun, it’s easy, and it’s for a good cause.
I would also like to thank the people who have
worked so hard to make this auction happen. The
organizers, local businesses and people who have
contributed by donating auction items and their
time. Special thanks to Evelyn Coleman, who is the
auction coordinator and a foundation board
member, and to all of the Hay River Hospital
Foundation board members we say a very big
thank you. I wish them all the best for a very
successful event.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mrs. Groenewegen.
The honourable Member for Thebacha, Mr.
Miltenberger.
MEMBER’S STATEMENT ON
RECOGNITION OF PAGES FROM THEBACHA
HON. MICHAEL MILTENBERGER: Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. I would like to take a brief opportunity
to acknowledge and recognize the Pages from Fort
Smith: young Mitchell Kearley and Jarod Tuckey,
and the very hardworking mother of Mitchell, Ms.
Melanie Kearley. Thank you for coming to
Yellowknife and I hope they’ve enjoyed the
experience.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Miltenberger. Item
4, reports of standing and special committees. Item
5, returns to oral questions. Item 6, recognition of
visitors in the gallery. The honourable Member for
Inuvik Twin Lakes, Mr. Robert McLeod.

Recognition of Visitors in the Gallery
HON. ROBERT MCLEOD: Thank you very much,
Mr. Speaker. We’re pleased to have today up in the
gallery the president of the Special Olympics NWT,
Jane Arychuk. We also have Cappie Elkin, a board
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member of Special Olympics NWT, Mr. Larry Elkin
and Ms. Lynn Elkin. We also had Barb Kardash up
in the gallery along with our very special guest
Kelton Broome, an athlete for Northwest Territories,
who probably had to head back off to school or go
training for the next Olympics. Welcome to the
gallery. Keep up the good work.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. McLeod. The
honourable Member for Monfwi, Mr. Lafferty.
HON. JACKSON LAFFERTY: Mahsi, Mr. Speaker.
I’d like to recognize two Aurora College students
who are here with us today. They are second year
social work students in the Social Work Program.
They are attending on behalf of their Social Work
469 Canadian Social Policy class. They are Kelly
Bothamley and Jacq Brasseur. I’d also like to
recognize Jane Arychuk, the interim president of
the college.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Lafferty. The
honourable Member for Tu Nedhe, Mr. Beaulieu.
HON. TOM BEAULIEU: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
I, too, would like to recognize the social work
students from Aurora College, Kelly Bothamley and
Jacqueline Brasseur, as well as their instructor,
Susan Fitzpatrick, for the Social Work Program.
I’d also like to recognize the Page from Lutselk’e,
Darian Marlowe.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Beaulieu. The
honourable Member for Nahendeh, Mr. Menicoche.
MR. MENICOCHE: Thank you very much, Mr.
Speaker. It gives me great pleasure and pride to
recognize and welcome my daughters to the
gallery. Ms. Diedra Villeneuve and Ms. Candace
Lafferty-Villeneuve. I’m glad to have you here to
see your hardworking MLA dad.
As well, my constituency assistant, also hard
working, Ms. Pearl Norwegian.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Menicoche. The
honourable Member for Weledeh, Mr. Bromley.
MR. BROMLEY: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I also
would like to recognize the students taking the
course on Canadian Social Welfare Policy, Kelly
and Jacq. I would also like to recognize the
instructor Susan Fitzpatrick, a resident of Weledeh.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Bromley. The
honourable Member for Yellowknife Centre, Mr.
Hawkins.
MR. HAWKINS: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. It’s my
understanding I have three constituents in the
gallery and they all belong to the Elkin family, so I’m
going to list them in order of importance. So first I’d
like to recognize Cappie Elkin, followed by Lynn
Elkin and – sorry, Larry – Larry Elkin.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Hawkins. The
honourable Member for Frame Lake, Ms. Bisaro.
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MS. BISARO: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I, too,
would like to recognize one of our very hardworking
Pages from the Frame Lake riding, Raya
Laframboise, who has done great work for the last
couple of weeks and I’m sure will continue over the
next couple of weeks. I would also like to recognize
the Special Olympics people behind me, athletes,
coaches and supporters. Welcome to the
Assembly.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Ms. Bisaro. I’d like to
welcome all visitors here in the gallery today. Thank
you for taking an interest in our proceedings today.
Thank you for coming.
Item 7, acknowledgements. Item 8, oral questions.
The honourable Member for Mackenzie Delta, Mr.
Blake.

Oral Questions
QUESTION 233-17(3):
LONG-TERM CARE FOR ELDERS
IN MACKENZIE DELTA
MR. BLAKE: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I have a
few questions from my Member’s statement for the
Minister of Health and Social Services. I would like
to ask the Minister what the waiting time is for
elders to get into the long-term care facility in
Inuvik.
MR. SPEAKER:
Thank you, Mr. Blake. The
honourable Minister of Health and Social Services,
Mr. Beaulieu.
HON. TOM BEAULIEU: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I
don’t know what the waiting time is for the longterm care in Inuvik. I don’t have the waiting list with
me at this time.
MR. BLAKE: As I mentioned earlier, there are
more than 300 elders over the age of 60 in my
riding. Thankfully, not all of them need long-term
care, but many will. What is the Health
department’s plan for them?
HON. TOM BEAULIEU: The Department of Health
and Social Services is working on what we’re
referring to as a continuum of care living services
for seniors. We are looking first at trying to keep the
seniors in their home as long as possible, by
providing support such as home care and then
moving to assisted living. The next level that we’re
working with NWT Housing Corporation and then, I
guess, at the end if there are no other options that
can keep the people in their home communities,
then our last option is to move them into long-term
care.
MR. BLAKE: My final question to the Minister is: If
the Minister is unwilling to renovate the Joe
Greenland Centre up to proper standards, will he
start planning for a new facility in the Mackenzie
Delta riding?
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HON. TOM BEAULIEU: Any facility that is built by
the department or by this government would have
to go through the House. What we’re doing is
looking at all the needs across the Territories and if
there is a need for long-term care facilities, then we
start working into the capital planning process with
that need.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Beaulieu. The
honourable Member for Deh Cho, Mr. Nadli.
QUESTION 234-17(3):
IMPACT ON MOOSE POPULATIONS
OF BISON ANTHRAX OUTBREAK
MR. NADLI: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Earlier today
I made a statement in terms of how the moose play
a significant role in Dene culture. Recently we had,
of course, gone through a fall hunt where it was
noticeable that the moose were not actively present
in the area where people usually hunt. The question
that I have for the Minister of Environment and
Natural Resources is: With the recent bison anthrax
outbreak, was there any impact on the moose
population?
MR. SPEAKER:
Thank you, Mr. Nadli. The
honourable Minister responsible for Environment
and Natural Resources, Mr. Miltenberger.
HON. MICHAEL MILTENBERGER: Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. We don’t believe so. We do know that
as a result of the extensive time that was spent in
the air throughout the region, they did find
throughout the course of the summer six dead
moose. They don’t believe anthrax is what killed
them; however, they erred on the side of caution
and we’ve gone to the Canada Food Inspection
Agency and are awaiting the results. We do know
that there is concern about the bison populations
across the South and North Slave and in the Deh
Cho. We are in fact going to be initiating a moose
survey this October to give us a better idea of the
status of the moose population.
MR. NADLI: I’d like to thank the Minister for giving
us an update. I wanted to find out if there has been
a survey on the moose population and when was
the last time such a survey was done and what
were the findings.
HON. MICHAEL MILTENBERGER: I don’t have
the date of the last survey but, as I indicated, there
will be another survey done because of the concern
about the low numbers of moose and just to check
the overall population and numbers. That
information, of course, will be shared fully with the
residents as well as the Members of this House.
MR. NADLI: At this point in the history of the NWT,
we’re seeing an increased interest in terms of
resource development in this part of the Northwest
Territories called the boreal ecology, the terrain, or
the ecosystem. At the same time, recently there
have been pressures on the barren land caribou as
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well as the Woodland caribou. Recently, with the
bison anthrax outbreak, these have put pressures
on the ungulate species. I wanted to know if there
were any special monitoring efforts to be made on
the part of the department on the moose
population.
HON. MICHAEL MILTENBERGER: There is work,
of course, being done on an ongoing basis in
monitoring and evaluation on the barren land
caribou. We’re in the process of working with the
federal government on a National Boreal Caribou
Strategy. We have our own, but given the concerns
of the near extinction of the Boreal caribou in
Alberta, it’s taken on a much greater significance.
We’re working on that. We are going to do, and will
do, the work for a survey in November. When we
have the numbers in and information before us in
terms of the general health and population, then
we’ll be able to have an informed discussion about
what steps may be required in terms of any type of
assistance to the moose population.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Miltenberger.
Final supplementary, Mr. Nadli.
MR. NADLI: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I’d like to
thank the Minister for giving us an overview. I just
wanted to see if the Minister would commit to
involving the communities and ensuring that they
play a part in terms of the management of the
moose population, and other wildlife species, as
well, for that matter, and to see how it is that the
department will work with communities.
HON. MICHAEL MILTENBERGER: The answer to
that request is yes. In those areas where we have
settled claims and agreed to co-management
processes, it’s built in and required and we work
very effectively together. In the Deh Cho we have
an arrangement, as well, on a more informal basis,
but an arrangement and commitment to work with
the communities and the Aboriginal governments
on issues affecting wildlife. We will be working with
communities as it pertains to the issue with the
moose.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Miltenberger. The
honourable Member for Frame Lake, Ms. Bisaro.
QUESTION 235-17(3):
GIANT MINE REMEDIATION
PROJECT PROPOSAL
MS. BISARO: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I want to
follow up from my Member’s statement and ask
some questions of the Minister of Environment and
Natural Resources. He’s also the Minister
responsible for the remediation project at Giant
Mine.
I’d like to first ask the Minister: Assuming, because
it has been signed off by a GNWT representative,
the final submission has a number of statements
that present positions that Yellowknife residents are
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happy with the project going forward and so on, I’d
like to know from the Minister whether or not
Cabinet was involved in the preparation of or the
approval of the positions that are expressed in this
final statement.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Ms. Bisaro. The
Minister of Environment and Natural Resources,
Mr. Miltenberger.
HON. MICHAEL MILTENBERGER: Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. It was not an issue that came before
Cabinet for any type of approval or review.
MS. BISARO: Thanks to the Minister for that
clarification. I guess I would like to then know
whether or not the GNWT, as a government, and
the executive and members of Cabinet support the
positions expressed in this final submission to the
Mackenzie Valley Environmental Impact Review
Board. If it has been signed off by a government
representative, does that then mean that this is our
official GNWT position and that we support the lack
of a long-term care plan, that we support the
approach that’s being put out there, that we support
that there are no concerns from Yellowknife
residents?
HON. MICHAEL MILTENBERGER: I prefer to
frame things in the positive. It means that we are
actively involved in the remediation of this project;
that we have committed about $27 million to look at
assisting in the land surrounding the immediate
site; that we have officials and people that have
been working for years now on advancing this
project; that we are working with the federal
government and all the other stakeholders, the
Aboriginal governments, to try to advance this very
complex project, one of the largest remediation
sites in Canada; and that we are committed to that
process, recognizing that it’s very complex and it is
the subject of great attention and there is a
multitude of opinions. In spite of all that, we are
trying to move forward in the best way possible.
MS. BISARO: To the Minister, I appreciate this is a
very long and involved process. It’s an issue which
has been ongoing for many, many years, and it will
continue to be an issue because many residents in
my riding, in my city, and me as well, are concerned
about some of things that are proposed in this
remediation plan.
I’d like to know from the Minister: if we are actively
involved as a government, and if we are committed
to following through and proceeding forward with
the plan and looking after the site, I’d like to know
how the Minister can explain to me that he is
protecting my interests, and the interests of the
residents in my riding, and the interests of the
people of Yellowknife by supporting the position
that’s expressed in this final submission.
HON. MICHAEL MILTENBERGER: I would point
out that while we are an active participant in this,
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this is a major federal site. It will continue to be a
federal site in perpetuity going forward. We are
involved. The issue is I would have to have the
Member show me or prove to me in this area where
there is a multitude of opinions, while we may
disagree how what it is being done does not protect
those interests. They may not agree. They may not
like them. They may prefer another approach.
Decisions had to be made and were made and
we’re doing the best job possible. I would be happy
to have that discussion with the Member. But I
would say that we are actively involved in
remediating this site and we are very, very
cognizant of the impact on the community and the
concerns of the community and protecting the
safety of the land and the people.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Miltenberger.
Final, short supplementary, Ms. Bisaro.
MS. BISARO: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I’m happy
to accept the challenge that the Minister has
offered, and I would be happy to sit down with him
and discuss with him some of the things which we
are at odds with.
I do need to reiterate to the Minister that if we are
involved but if the federal government is taking the
lead – which is kind of what I’m hearing him say –
why then do we, as a participant, sign off on things
which we necessarily may not agree to?
HON. MICHAEL MILTENBERGER:
We have
some very capable staff, highly qualified individuals
that have been on this file for many, many years,
and I take great comfort when we’re presented with
the best steps forward and then we agree to sign
off based on that best advice.
Once again, I would be prepared, if there is an
interest of committee, to have a briefing from the
GNWT on the work we’ve done and the positions
we’ve taken. I would be happy to come forward with
our officials to have that full, in-depth discussion.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Miltenberger. The
Member for Sahtu, Mr. Yakeleya.
QUESTION 236-17(3):
INCOME ASSESSMENT FOR
PUBLIC HOUSING
MR. YAKELEYA: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I talked
in my Member’s statement about the calculation of
income on rents and I want to ask the Minister here,
probably for people who are in public housing who
get the rent assessment, and they go through the
calculations of income to pay the rent, and they pay
CPP and EI when they’re working, and when
they’re not working they also ask for their income
and they also get calculated on their EI. Some of
the people are saying that Housing is doubledipping into the rental income. I want to ask the
Minister if that’s true.
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MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Yakeleya. The
Minister responsible for the Northwest Territories
Housing Corporation, Mr. McLeod.
HON. ROBERT MCLEOD:
Thank you, Mr.
Speaker. During the consultations across the
Northwest Territories on the rent policy review, one
of the things that we heard from people was they
wanted a system that was fair, more predictable
and simple. That’s why we had gone from 421
different rental assessments down to 22. We
responded to those concerns. Some of the items
that the Member mentioned, the EI payments
especially, well, EI payments are usually to provide
for the basic necessities of life; food and shelter
being two of them, and clothing.
MR. YAKELEYA: The calculation of the income to
the rent, the people in Deline are saying, again, that
housing is double-dipping into the process here.
They are being calculated on CPP and EI when
they’re working, and when they apply for EI, that EI
is calculated into their rent assistance. So they’re
saying that Housing is double-dipping. Plus, there’s
the Child Tax Benefit that goes towards Pampers,
milk and food, and Housing is also charging them
that benefit. Is the Minister going to look at this
again to see if this is true? Is Housing doubledipping?
HON. ROBERT MCLEOD: Again, I don’t believe
the Housing Corporation or the LHOs are doubledipping into the income. We do go by gross income
while they’re employed and then once they’re
unemployed, then we would use whatever benefits
they may be getting from unemployment insurance.
As far as the Child Tax Credit goes, again, it’s to
provide for the basic necessities of life, and shelter
is usually number one on the list.
MR. YAKELEYA: I would like it if the Minister
would come to the Sahtu and come to Deline and
explain this process here as simply as possible to
the people in Deline on this issue here. They still
feel that they are being double-dipped by the
Housing Corporation and that that’s not fair.
I’ll ask the Minister if he would make a commitment
to come to Deline and explain this process to the
people in Deline.
HON. ROBERT MCLEOD: Before all these rents
went into place, there was a lot of discussion
between the LHO tenant relations officer and the
clients to explain the situation. We can have staff
go in there again. I have tried a couple of times to
travel with the Member into the Sahtu, and I would
be willing to go possibly again into the Sahtu after
Christmas or after the New Year. But my
preference would be to have staff, who know a lot
more about how rent is being calculated, explain to
the residents of Deline and the Sahtu, and I would
be present, too, if things work out the way they
should. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
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MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. McLeod. The
honourable Member for Yellowknife Centre, Mr.
Hawkins.
QUESTION 237-17(3):
FIRST RESPONDERS IN
SMALL COMMUNITIES
MR. HAWKINS: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. In my
Member’s statement today I talked about the need
to support first responders. I was really highlighting
about the importance in the communities, how they
need that type of support. Without those first
responders, whether you are in Ulukhaktok, Gameti
or, certainly, Lutselk’e, first responders provide a
critical role. If they are untrained, they put
themselves as well as the person they are trying to
help at great risk.
Knowing that every community deserves some type
of support, is the Minister of Health aware in some
manner or such of what type of program exists to
help support training for first responders from the
Department of Health point of view? Thank you.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Hawkins. The
honourable Minister of Health and Social Services,
Mr. Beaulieu.
HON. TOM BEAULIEU: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
There are various programs available to train first
responders. The Government of the NWT has
developed an interdepartmental advisory committee
that is actually led by MACA that includes the
Department
of
Justice,
Department
of
Transportation, and Health and Social Services. We
are looking at all of the various areas to see what
would be the best way to provide that type of
training to possible first responders in the
communities. Thank you.
MR. HAWKINS: Mr. Speaker, I’m glad to hear that
there is an interdepartmental committee. This is
actually the first time I have heard of this particular
case. This issue has been brought forward to me by
a particular person who is very familiar with the
communities and said that as such, as I mentioned,
Kirk Hughes had to step up to the plate where there
were gaps.
What can the Minister of Health and Social
Services do to help step up to the plate on this
particular issue to demonstrate some leadership in
communities where we don’t have first responders
but we have equipment, so if an incident does
happen, we have people who have skills and
abilities who can respond properly and safely?
Thank you.
HON. TOM BEAULIEU: Mr. Speaker, like I said,
we are looking at that. We need to cost the whole
project out. It would be a fairly expensive
proposition, because inside the first responders, we
are also talking about how we get to the individual,
and that would mean ground ambulance. We are
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also talking about remote areas where it’s not
coming by highway and how we’re going to be able
to respond to that as well.
We need to examine this. We need to develop
some cost implications to our decisions and then
move forward from there. Thank you.
MR. HAWKINS: Mr. Speaker, I look for clarification
on the official record from the Minister. By all
means, I really hope I’m wrong on this particular
case, but I have been informed that community
health nurses at their health stations have no ability
to leave their station to provide health care if there’s
an incident on the highway or within close
proximity. Maybe the Minister could help shed
some light on that particular case. If it is a rumour
out there or misinterpretation, maybe he can help
put that to rest. The fact is we want to make sure
people are helping.
Are nurses hamstrung or nurse practitioners not
allowed to offer services and help in incidences?
Thank you.
HON. TOM BEAULIEU: Mr. Speaker, that is an
issue, there is no doubt about it. We don’t have the
nurses that can go out to a site. If there is an
accident or anything right now, the nurses are not
the people that end up at the site. I think it has
happened in the past, but there are some barriers
to nurses going out, leaving their stations to go out
to an accident site or a location or to somebody
who may be very sick. Thank you.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Beaulieu. Final,
short supplementary, Mr. Hawkins.
MR. HAWKINS: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I have
been quite fortunate as I’ve grown up and had
many courses and training, and offered training as
an instructor for first response types of techniques. I
have even had the few occasions of waiting out in
the Mackenzie to help people who have been in
serious jeopardy. But I couldn’t have done that
without these types of skills through St. John
Ambulance and Royal Life Saving Society and
many other types of support mechanisms along the
way. The reason I describe it that way is, without
that type of support and confidence, you can’t just
do that.
What can the Health Minister do today and not
allow this problem be governed by committee,
because we all know what that means. What can
the Minister do today to help support small
communities who have equipment, who want to do
the right thing? Let’s see how we can empower
them. What type of leadership can the Minister
provide on this issue? Thank you.
HON. TOM BEAULIEU:
Mr. Speaker, this
particular situation has occurred recently and has
occurred in the past. We’ve responded to it in
various ways. Right now there is no actual
requirement for a nurse to go out and go onto the
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site of an accident, for example. We will, as a
department, deal with this situation, because we
would like to be able to respond as well. This is why
we are looking at a possible way of trying to
develop some first responders in the community
that can do that work for us. We will work with the
authorities and give direction to the authorities to
work with our interdepartmental advisory committee
to be able to do that. Thank you.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Beaulieu. The
honourable Member for Nahendeh, Mr. Menicoche.
QUESTION 238-17(3):
RESIDENCY REQUIREMENTS FOR
HOUSING PROGRAMS
MR. MENICOCHE: Thank you very much, Mr.
Speaker. I just want to follow up on my Member’s
statement on the idea of transitional housing for our
small and remote communities. I would like to ask
the Minister responsible for the NWT Housing
Corporation, firstly, to explain the purpose of the
one-year residency requirement to access housing
programs. Thank you.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Menicoche. The
honourable Minister responsible for the Northwest
Territories Housing Corporation, Mr. McLeod.
HON. ROBERT MCLEOD:
Thank you, Mr.
Speaker. I am not sure if the Member is referring to
one year to access public housing programs or the
home ownership program. I am pretty sure the
Public Housing Program, the residency requirement
is set by the LHOs. As far as the home ownership
program, that is set by the NWT Housing
Corporation. That is set so we could have long-term
Northerners be first in line for accessing some of
our programs. So if somebody moves here a month
before one of the programs, they would have to
wait for a year before accessing any of the home
ownership programs. Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
MR. MENICOCHE: Mr. Speaker, I think a guideline
like that certainly works well in a larger community
where people are on a waiting list. It probably has
happened in the past where people did get bumped
by somebody new moving in. That really makes
sense there, but for people returning to and coming
to live in the smaller communities where housing is
scarce or there is none, that same one-year
residency requirement just doesn’t work, because
there are no homes there. We are expecting them
to perhaps couch surf for a year until they become
eligible to come back.
Will the Housing Corporation look at this idea on
providing transitional housing for people returning
to small and remote communities? Thank you.
HON. ROBERT MCLEOD: Mr. Speaker, one of the
reasons Housing has been able to implement a lot
of these new programs is because we listened to
the rent scale review or the…(inaudible)…policy
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review to a lot of the suggestions that were made
out there. This is one that I will commit to the
Member that I will go and have discussions with the
corporation, because the Member raises a good
point about returning back to the community if you
are a resident to that community.
Again, those communities with the LHOs are
usually set by the LHO. If they have vacant units, I
am sure they may look at special situations such as
that. If they have vacant units, there’s no point
keeping them vacant.
I will commit to the Member that in the case of his
riding, we will have a look at the residency
requirement. I think a couple of his communities
don’t have LHOs, so those are set by the NWT
Housing Corporation. I will commit to the Member
that I will have a discussion with the Housing
Corporation on this particular issue. Thank you, Mr.
Speaker.
MR. MENICOCHE: Mr. Speaker, I am pleased to
hear that the Minister is being flexible about the
small and remote communities where an idea such
as transitional housing can work. That idea did
come from the chief of the Jean Marie River First
Nation.
At this time I’d like to invite the Minister to
accompany us during our Nahendeh tour to the
community of Jean Marie, and we can discuss this
idea, and see if we can make it work, and if we can
pick that community as a pilot project, so to speak.
Thank you.
HON. ROBERT MCLEOD: Thank you. One of the
problems we face in some of the smaller
communities is there are not as many transitional
opportunities as there are in some of the larger
centres, and I think we have to have a look at that.
Again, I say if we have units in the communities that
are vacant, public housing units, and we’re asking
somebody to wait a year, we’d have to review that,
and I think we’d have to review some of these on a
case-by-case basis to see where we can best
assist. There may be some other reasons why folks
are not in these houses or in public housing. But I
will commit to the Member – and I heard the same
thing from the chief yesterday about his concerns
with his community – that I would like to pay a visit
to Jean Marie as part of our Nahendeh tour. Thank
you.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. McLeod. The
Member for Hay River North, Mr. Bouchard.
QUESTION 239-17(3):
HAY RIVER BLIZZARD
MR. BOUCHARD: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. As I
indicated in my speech, Hay River and the Hay
River area are seeing an extreme storm right now.
My question today will be for the Minister of
Transportation.
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Can the Minister give me an update on the Hay
River area and how they’re keeping up with the
storms to date?
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Bouchard. The
Minister of Transportation, Mr. Ramsay.
HON. DAVID RAMSAY: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
The last report that I’ve got from the South Slave
and Hay River was that the airport was open today,
flights were operating out of the Hay River Airport
today, and that’s a real testament to the staff –
Kelly O’Connor, the airport manager, and the staff
at the Hay River Airport – that have worked long,
hard hours dealing with the snow.
On the highway front, we’ve had every piece of
equipment in the area. We’ve called in the Buffalo
River camp to assist as well. We’ve had off-hour
crews called in. So we’ve had every piece of
equipment out on the roads, working the best that
we can to keep the roads safe and clear of the
snow that Hay River has experienced; Enterprise,
as well, and other areas in the South Slave. So
we’ve done a lot of hard work, and I think the crews
in the area are to be commended for the hard work
and the effort they’ve put into clearing the roads
and keeping the airport open in Hay River as well.
Thank you.
MR. BOUCHARD: Thank you. I, too, appreciate
the hard work by the department and all the
organizations that are trying to clean up the area.
My next question is: Does the department expect
bringing in any additional equipment from other
regions to aid the Hay River and Enterprise area?
Thank you.
HON. DAVID RAMSAY: We’ve brought in an extra
I believe it was a plough truck from the Buffalo
River camp. So far today it looks like the snow has
abated. But as needed, I believe if we are hit with
another episode of snow and heavy snowfall in the
area, we do have equipment in other places in the
South Slave and, if need be, that would be called
into action. Thank you.
MR. BOUCHARD: Thank you. My final question to
the Minister will be about the department’s added
hours. Does the department continue to have
additional hours on a regular basis in the wintertime
as opposed to the demands where they would be
less in the summertime? Does the department have
longer hours for operation for the highway
equipment operations in the wintertime? Thank you.
HON. DAVID RAMSAY: I thank the Member for the
question. Yes, we do and we’ve advanced with the
winter schedule for the Enterprise camp already.
The other camps I’d have to check on, but I do
know that we’ve gone to a winter schedule for
maintenance with the Enterprise camp. Thank you.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Ramsay. The
Member for Range Lake, Mr. Dolynny.
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QUESTION 240-17(3):
REHABILITATION PRIORITIZATION

paramount. Establishing the proper protocols for
priority care is extremely vital.

MR. DOLYNNY: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Earlier
today I spoke of the story of Allisdair Leishman, as
presented in the media, and his apparent lack of
physiotherapy care. Can the Minister of Health and
Social Services verify that long-term care patients
in general received, indeed, two hours a week and
not two hours a month for such care? Thank you,
Mr. Speaker.

Would the Minister of Health and Social Services
commit to a complete NWT overhaul of the health
care delivery in long-term care, extended care
programs, which would establish the proper
rehabilitation, prioritization tools and using
evidence-based testing means? Thank you.

MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Dolynny. The
Minister of Health and Social Services, Mr.
Beaulieu.
HON. TOM BEAULIEU: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.
We don’t have long-term care patients in the
hospital, but my understanding is that we might be
talking about patients in extended care.
Right now I understand that basically what happens
is that it’s based on clinical need. So the clinical
need for an individual in long-term care is they get
two hours’ worth of physio per week, and then
they’ll get two hours’ worth of physio per week. If
there’s a requirement, only two hours per month,
then that’s what they get. It’s based on a clinical
need of the patient. Thank you.
MR. DOLYNNY: Thank you. I appreciate the
Minister clarifying. I think the concern of many is
that the existing level of rehabilitation services
offered at Stanton is the issue. I’ve had many
professionals from there indicate that being limited
to two hours of services for in-patients is, as they
say, make what you can make of it.
The system is failing here. It appears that
outpatients – WSCC, DND, RCMP and auto
insurance clients – are given urgent status over inpatients. The solution is very simple: prioritize your
high-level, extended health or long-term care inpatients versus your non-urgent outpatients. Will
the Minister of Health and Social Services commit
to this simple fix to help prioritize in-patient care
over outpatient care at Stanton Hospital? Thank
you.
HON. TOM BEAULIEU: Thank you. The
outpatients are not given priority over in-patients.
Again, all patients are prioritized. There are more
outpatients, there’s no question about that. People
in the hospital, mostly the extended care people,
are
receiving
physiotherapy
from
one
physiotherapist
and
we
have
seven
physiotherapists that are doing the outpatients. So
based on clinical need and also given priorities
given to patients who are unable to go back to work
because of issues where they would need some
physiotherapy in order to get back into the
workforce, but they’re not given priority over inpatients.
MR. DOLYNNY: Thank you. Consistency of
delivering health care across the North is

HON. TOM BEAULIEU: Thank you. I would commit
to a complete overhaul of the system, but we are
looking at all of the areas, including this area. Like I
indicated in the House many times, we’re looking at
what it takes to keep patients in their home as long
as possible before they go into long-term care.
When they’re in long-term care, then we provide
some physio. When they’re in extended care, we
provide some physio and so on. So there are some
things being done.
There are some gaps, there’s no question about it,
and so we’re looking at the whole system to make
sure that we can fill the gaps. Thank you.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Beaulieu. Final,
short supplementary, Mr. Dolynny.
MR. DOLYNNY: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. My
emphasis here is on consistency. We have here at
the Hay River hospital, they use evidence-based
testing for their prioritization schedule. Stanton
Hospital does not. My ask is quite simple. Can we
provide or will the Minister commit to look at an
overhaul so that we have consistency from hospital
to hospital, from long-term care to long-term care
as we proceed with the 17th Assembly? Thank you.
HON. TOM BEAULIEU: Thank you. Yes, we’d like
to provide the same care to the people that have
the same clinical needs. So if the clinical needs in
one hospital are the same as the clinical needs in
another hospital, then the care will be provided on
an equal basis. Thank you.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Beaulieu. The
honourable Member for Weledeh, Mr. Bromley.
QUESTION 241-17(3):
GIANT MINE REMEDIATION
PROJECT PROPOSAL
MR. BROMLEY: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. As I
said in my statement, my questions are today for
the Minister of Environment and Natural Resources.
As I said in my statement today, I’m amazed at how
few of the concerns, so clearly expressed at the
hearings, have been reflected in the proponent’s
closing letter to the environment board. The
commentary persists in the delusion that this is a
remediation rather than a stabilization. Its silence
on major concerns almost amounts to contempt
towards the input of organizations and individuals.
This government signed the letter, so I ask, given
the passion and details of concerns presented, how
can the Minister defend the statement that the
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remediation plan is not the source of concerns
regarding the Giant Mine cleanup?

requirement for a fully-funded perpetual care plan
as an element of the final Devolution Agreement?

MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Bromley. The
honourable Minister of Environment and Natural
Resources, Mr. Miltenberger.

HON. MICHAEL MILTENBERGER: The Giant
Mine site is not part of the devolution negotiations.
It’s going to be separate and apart from that
process.

HON. MICHAEL MILTENBERGER: Thank you,
Mr. Speaker. We do recognize that this whole
project, and all the steps taken and everything
proposed are a subject of great debate and there is
no unanimity. There is a requirement, at the end of
the day, to make the best decisions possible to try
to move this project forward, remediate the site and
get the job done on an issue that has been with us
now for, literally, decades.
MR. BROMLEY: The Minister, obviously, isn’t
addressing the questions here. There has certainly
been debate for many, many years. The public has
had a hard time and eventually got these hearings
and made their views known. Now, as a
government, we should be recognizing those. This
statement doesn’t.
Again, I’ve made the point in past statements that it
would, almost certainly, if it was a new mine, be
governed by a legally binding environmental
management agreement such as we see for the
diamond mines, transboundary water agreements,
and so on. The Giant Mine Project is far from new.
It’s a toxic legacy of past federal government
negligence and inaction. All the more reason to
ensure the federal government, that both the
proponent and regulator, is held to legally binding
account for environmental safety. Models for an
agreement have been suggested at the hearings by
YKDFN, City of Yellowknife, Alternatives North.
What will the Minister do to ensure a legally binding
environmental management agreement is put in
place?
HON. MICHAEL MILTENBERGER: We’ll continue
to be actively involved at the table with our staff,
and politically, where necessary, to move this
project forward to address the issues, the
governance issues, the process issues, the content
issues, the decisions made in terms of choice or
type of remediation, the debate over the
governance piece. We are a voice and we will
continue to be there for all Northerners.
MR. BROMLEY: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Again, I
see no evidence of the active involvement that the
Minister speaks of, or to being a voice for the
people of the Northwest Territories. That is the very
point that the Members are raising today in this
House. The co-proponent’s closing comments letter
contains no commitment to the preparation of a
fully-funded perpetual care plan. Even though site
liability supposedly remains with the federal
government after devolution, site management will
continue forever or until technology is found to
eliminate the arsenic. Will the GNWT include the

In terms of the questions the Member’s raised on
behalf of his constituents, let me restate the offer
that I would be more than happy, and willing and
interested to come to committee with the officials
that have been at the table to talk at great length
about the decisions made, the detail that would
address some of the many concerns raised by the
Member. While it may not bring us to consensus, it
would at least show that we are there, we are fully
participating. This is a complex issue and decisions
have been made in the overall best interest of all
Northerners.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Miltenberger.
Final supplementary, Mr. Bromley.
MR. BROMLEY: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. The
Minister knows full well that environmental
remediation is a topic of the devolution
negotiations. Out of the demolition of the roaster,
possibly the most lethally toxic building in all of
Canada, the adjoining stack contains 14 tonnes of
arsenic trioxide that’s permeated with arsenic
asbestos and other hazards. No news release, no
media briefing, no explanatory advertising, no
community information meetings, no attempts to
inform the public and allay concerns for human
health and environmental safety in this
announcement. They just don’t learn.
When will this government demand that the federal
government meet its responsibilities for public
information and accountability on this project?
HON. MICHAEL MILTENBERGER: Let me say
again, the Giant Mine site is not part of the
devolution negotiations. There is a section on waste
sites, but the Giant Mine site, given the size, cost,
and magnitude of the project, is not part of the
devolution negotiations.
Once again, let me offer the briefing. I believe we
are complying with our obligations. Maybe not to
the extent that some folks would have us, but we
make every effort to communicate and make sure
information is there, recognizing, of course, that we
are there as the government. But the federal
government, whose project this is and whose
overall responsibility it is, is also there and has the
majority of the liability. We make our case and in
some cases, as I’ve learned over the years in
projects and issues, we change the things we can,
try to recognize the things that we can’t, and we
keep asking to make sure we have the wisdom to
know the difference. I want to thank St. Francis of
Assisi and give full credit for that quote.
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MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Miltenberger. The
honourable Member for Weledeh, Mr. Bromley.
MR. BROMLEY: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I seek
unanimous consent to return to oral questions.
---Unanimous consent granted
MR. SPEAKER: The honourable Member for
Weledeh, Mr. Bromley.

Oral Questions
(Reversion)
QUESTION 242-17(3):
ACCESS TO HOUSING UNITS
AND PROGRAMS
MR. BROMLEY: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. My
questions today are for the Minister of the NWT
Housing Corporation. I was asking the Minister
questions last week regarding the large number of
home ownership units remaining vacant because
people don’t fit program criteria. At my constituency
meeting in Detah, I was told one applicant was
turned down because their income exceeded the
$77,000 income ceiling for program eligibility. That
seems to lack realism. Suppose a household made
$80,000, would they be any more able to buy a
home in the private market in Detah? Some
flexibility obviously is needed here.
The Minister said a program review was underway
and agreed the housing needs are urgent. Can he
tell me what action is being taken now to free up
these vacant units through more flexible program
interpretation?
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Bromley. The
honourable Minister responsible for the NWT
Housing Corporation, Mr. Robert McLeod.
HON. ROBERT MCLEOD:
Thank you, Mr.
Speaker. In my discussions with the Member I did
say that I was going to look at these vacant units,
because I know that we have a number of vacant
units across the Northwest Territories and we tried
to get as many clients as we could into them. Those
clients we couldn’t get into them, we converted a lot
of these over to public housing. I will commit to the
Member that I need to follow up on the number of
vacant units that are on there.
He raises the point of income, and that’s one that
we’ve had discussions about as a corporation. We
tried a GAP program a couple of years ago, where
people who were slightly over the coordinated
income threshold for that particular community, we
would consider them for some of our programs.
MR. BROMLEY: Thanks to the remarks from the
Minister there. When we talk about getting people
into housing, we’re often talking about getting them
out of homelessness. The Housing First Movement
I’ve referred to in the past points out the dramatic
decrease in government’s other service costs.
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When we meet the lower costs of providing
housing, you avoid emergency issues and so on.
We need to look at the big picture.
Can the Minister say how the Housing Corporation
includes in its analysis of policy, for example, such
as we’re discussing the financial benefits of
reduced costs of other services when people are
housed, or why this isn’t taken into account if they
don’t in a total cost-benefit analysis.
HON. ROBERT MCLEOD: We understand the
advantages of getting people off the streets and
into public housing. That’s why there’s public
housing. We have 24 public housing units across
the Northwest Territories, and from public housing
we like to think that a lot of them can graduate into
the home ownership program.
We have approximately 1,600 families we’ve been
able to put into the home ownership program over a
number of years. We try to be as flexible as
possible in getting as many people into some of
these programs as we can. For example, with one
of the home ownership programs, we allow them to
carry up to $5,000 in arrears. We’ve had a very
good look at the whole shelter policy review, the
whole home ownership portfolio. We try to be as
flexible as possible to get people into some of these
units. Unfortunately, some of them are turned down
for other reasons than arrears.
MR. BROMLEY: In most of our communities there
is no private market for housing. This is a reality.
We can say that if a household makes over a
certain amount of money, they should go to the
private market to build, but we know that’s not
happening. In large part, that’s due to the basic lack
of local capacity to construct housing. Again, reality.
Can the Minister say how this lack of local private
capacity issue is considered in the equation of
setting eligibility levels and whether this is under
review?
HON. ROBERT MCLEOD:
In a lot of the
communities they do have the capacity to construct
units. We’ve seen that in a number of occasions in
the past. We have a lot of our units constructed by
local contractors that have the training and
knowledge how to build a house. Although there
are some challenges in some places, I don’t think
that’s primarily one of them.
We do take into consideration the fact that these
communities don’t have a private market. The core
need income threshold might be a little higher in
their community. If you look at the overall
percentage of our home ownership programs, they
are delivered to a lot of smaller communities
because we as the corporation recognize that there
is not much of a private market. They are not like
some of the regional centres.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. McLeod. Final
supplementary, Mr. Bromley.
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MR. BROMLEY: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Just by
way of example here, I’ve just got an e-mail here
today, mentioning a home ownership unit in
Enterprise that sat empty for three years. It has
frozen at least twice and has mould in the
basement. A person visited Providence recently
and the night watchman device was shining
brightly, meaning again there was no heat in the
unit and it was probably frozen up. Apparently, Fort
Resolution has 16 home ownership units vacant.
We know about my situation in Detah. Obviously,
we need that flexibility in policies.
Can the Minister assure me that we will be not just
reading from the rulebook any longer and we will be
applying flexibility in getting these units occupied
before they deteriorate?
HON. ROBERT MCLEOD: I can assure Members
of this House that we try having a little bit of
flexibility in some of these cases. We do, obviously,
I mean we all know that we need some rules,
otherwise we’d have just anybody in those units
and we may set up a lot of people for failure, which
has happened in the past.
th

As far as the vacant units go, Members of the 16
Assembly will recall that we had 137 vacant units
across the Northwest Territories. We had a number
in Fort Resolution, we had a number in Gameti.
We’ve had a fairly aggressive program in trying to
fill them.
th

We’ve updated Members at the end of the 16 as
to our strategy. Most of these units, to my
understanding, have been filled. The ones that we
couldn’t get public housing clients into, we
converted to public housing. The communities that
didn’t have public housing, we’ve entered into some
agreements with the local band government to
provide the administration and maintenance, where
possible, on these. I’m going to commit that I will
follow up on the number of vacant units we have
across the Northwest Territories, home ownership
units. I know there’s always going to be a vacancy.
There’s going to be a vacancy in public housing
units because we need to get these worked on. I
will follow up on the number of vacant units across
the Northwest Territories and provide the
information to all the Members.
MR. SPEAKER:
Hawkins.

Thank you, Mr. McLeod. Mr.

QUESTION 243-17(3):
STANTON TERRITORIAL HOSPITAL DEFICIT
MR. HAWKINS: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I’ve
often raised the issue of Stanton Territorial
Hospital’s deficit, and over the years I’ve often said
that it’s my belief that it’s underfunded and it needs
a true and serious detailed funding assessment.
Recently, I went to the public administrator’s open
house to talk about this particular issue about how
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the hospital is running, and of course, I was very
impressed with the work that they’re doing there.
What stood out clearly are two particular issues.
The first one is the physician costs and medical
travel costs are put down on the Stanton Territorial
Hospital. Certainly, the second issue out of it is it’s
completely out of their control.
The point I’m getting to is that’s what’s causing the
deficit at Stanton Territorial Hospital, things they
have to manage and control but are out of their
responsibility.
My question to the Minister of Health and Social
Services simply is: Is his department doing an
assessment and consideration about moving those
particular costs outside of the Stanton Territorial
Hospital and making them a departmental cost,
which will allow the hospital to operate financially
sound?
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Hawkins. The
Minister of Health and Social Services, Mr.
Beaulieu.
HON. TOM BEAULIEU: Mahsi cho, Mr. Speaker.
We are currently reviewing the Medical Travel
Policy, the entire program. We do feel that there are
some issues with the program and we are
reviewing it. We have our staff in place now that will
be doing a review of the program.
As far as physician costs, Stanton Hospital is a
territorial hospital, so it does provide service to all of
the other communities and they’re budgeted for that
reason. As far as that creating a deficit, that does
create a bit of a deficit, but it’s getting a lot better in
the last couple of years. The deficit has gone down
considerably.
MR. HAWKINS:
I appreciate the Minister
recognizing those two particular issues, the ones
I’ve raised, but I think he’s missed the concern that
they’re well outside the ability to manage it at
Stanton.
The Department of Health sets the mandate and
value of what they will provide the authority for
physician costs, as well as medical travel costs, but
their burdened to run the actuals. In other words,
the department provides a budget and the Stanton
authority has to do the actual, which always puts
them in deficit. That’s why I once again ask, would
the Minister be able to take a look at the situation
and ask themselves, as a department, would it not
better fit under a departmental expense rather than
causing a continual deficit at Stanton Hospital,
which makes them look bad when it really isn’t their
fault.
HON. TOM BEAULIEU: I agree that medical travel
is more of travel where the costs at one time used
to be costed out or spent or expended authority by
authority, but Stanton is running the medical travel.
The Stanton Territorial Hospital is running the
medical travel and they’re saying that it does create
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part of their deficit. It’s a large chunk of their
expenditures – the biggest chunk, actually, when
we divide it into certain sections – but it is being
reviewed. That’s the reason we have brought staff
in to review it, to make sure that these costs that
should be charged to other authorities are charged
to other authorities and not to Stanton, and that the
cost is not driven by other authorities and then
Stanton is forced to pay for it. That’s part of the
view.
MR. HAWKINS:
I appreciate the Minister
recognizes the problem, which is now followed by
my next question, which is: In the interim, is the
Minister willing to cover the actual costs of both the
physician and the medical travel costs? Because at
present, what’s being budgeted is nowhere near
sufficient enough to cover the actuals. That’s what
keeps making this authority look bad when they’re
doing a fantastic job. That’s the issue. Would the
Minister see what he can do?
HON. TOM BEAULIEU: Right-sizing the budget is
probably going to be part of the review.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Beaulieu. Item 9,
written questions. Item 10, returns to written
questions. Item 11, replies to opening address. Item
12, petitions. Mr. Nadli.

Petitions
PETITION 2-17(3):
ESTABLISHMENT OF CELLULAR
TELEPHONE SERVICE IN FORT PROVIDENCE,
NORTHWEST TERRITORIES
MR. NADLI: Mr. Speaker, I’d like to present a
petition dealing with the matter of the establishment
of a cellular telephone service in Fort Providence,
Northwest Territories.
The petition contains 995 signatures of Northwest
Territories residents. The petitioner’s request that
the Government of the Northwest Territories work
with the appropriate organizations to actively
support the establishment of cellular telephone
service in Fort Providence, Northwest Territories.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Nadli. Item 13,
reports of committees on the review of bills. Item
14, tabling of documents. Mr. Dolynny.

Tabling of Documents
TABLED DOCUMENT 79-17(3):
STANTON HOSPITAL
PHYSIOTHERAPY REFERRAL FORM
MR. DOLYNNY: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I’ll be
tabling the Stanton Territorial Hospital general
referral form for occupational therapy, for
physiotherapy, which clearly shows urgent
outpatient client status.
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MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Dolynny. The
honourable Minister, Mr. Miltenberger.
TABLED DOCUMENT 80-17(3):
NATURAL RESOURCES
CONSERVATION TRUST FUND
ANNUAL REPORT 2011-2012
HON. MICHAEL MILTENBERGER: Mr. Speaker, I
wish to table the following document, entitled
Natural Resources Conservation Trust Fund Annual
Report, 2011-2012. Thank you.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Miltenberger. Mr.
Hawkins.
TABLED DOCUMENT 81-17(3):
POSTER ON NWT DISABILITIES COUNCIL
ANNUAL BENEFIT AUCTION
MR. HAWKINS: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. It gives
me great pleasure to table a poster here today. It
belongs to the NWT Disabilities Council regarding
their annual auction, of course, which is being held
November 24th, between 7 and 11, and you’ll see
that on the poster if you click on it on-line. Thank
you.
MR. SPEAKER:
Bromley.

Thank you, Mr. Hawkins. Mr.

MR. BROMLEY: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I have
raised my hand a couple of times for the tabling of
documents, so I request that we return to item 14,
tabling of documents.
---Unanimous consent granted

Tabling of Documents
(Reversion)
TABLED DOCUMENT 82-17(3):
LETTER ON GIANT MINE
REMEDIATION PROJECT
MR. BROMLEY: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I’d like
to table a letter to Mr. Richard Edjericon,
chairperson of the Mackenzie Valley Environmental
Impact Review Board, from Ms. Joanna Ankersmit,
AANDC; and Ray Case, GNWT; on the Giant Mine
remediation project closing comments. Mahsi.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Bromley. Item 15,
notices of motion. Item 16, notices of motion for first
reading of bills. Item 17, motions. Mr. Yakeleya.

Motions
MOTION 16-17(3):
EXTENDED ADJOURNMENT OF THE HOUSE
TO OCTOBER 29, 2012,
CARRIED
MR. YAKELEYA: Mr. Speaker, I MOVE, seconded
by the honourable Member for Thebacha, that,
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notwithstanding Rule 4, when this House adjourns
on October 25, 2012, it shall be adjourned until
Monday, October 29, 2012;
AND FURTHER, that any time prior to October 29,
2012, if the Speaker is satisfied, after consultation
with the Executive Council and the Members of the
Legislative Assembly, that the public interest
requires that the House should meet at an earlier
time during the adjournment, the Speaker may give
notice and thereupon the House shall meet at the
time stated in such notice and shall transact its
business as it has been duly adjourned to that time.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Mr. Yakeleya. The
motion is in order. To the motion.
SOME HON. MEMBERS: Question.
MR. SPEAKER: Question has been called.
---Carried
MR. SPEAKER: Item 18, first reading of bills. Item
19, second reading of bills. Item 20, consideration
in Committee of the Whole of bills and other
matters: Tabled Document 64-17(3), Northwest
Territories Capital Estimates 2013-2014; Bill 2,
Miscellaneous Statute Law Amendment Act, 2012;
and Bill 8, An Act to Amend the Securities Act, with
Ms. Bisaro in the chair.

Consideration in Committee of the Whole
of Bills and Other Matters
CHAIRPERSON (Ms. Bisaro): I call Committee of
the Whole to order. We have before us: Tabled
Document 64-17(3), Northwest Territories Capital
Estimates 2013-2014; Bill 2, Miscellaneous Statute
Law Amendment Act, 2012; and Bill 8, An Act to
Amend the Securities Act. What is the wish of the
committee? Mr. Menicoche.
MR. MENICOCHE: Thank you, Madam Chair. The
committee wishes to consider Tabled Document
64-17(3), Northwest Territories Capital Estimates
2013-2014.
CHAIRPERSON (Ms. Bisaro): Thank you, Mr.
Menicoche. Does committee agree?
SOME HON. MEMBERS: Agreed.
CHAIRPERSON (Ms. Bisaro):
Thank you,
committee. We will resume after a short break.
---SHORT RECESS
CHAIRPERSON (Ms. Bisaro):
I will call
Committee of the Whole back to order. Committee,
we are beginning the Department of Industry,
Tourism and Investment. We are on page 10-2.
Industry, Tourism and Investment, department
summary, infrastructure investment summary, total
infrastructure investment summary, $2.060 million.
We will defer this page until we have covered the
various sections. We will move to page 10-4.
Industry, Tourism and Investment, activity
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summary, tourism and parks, infrastructure
investment summary, total infrastructure investment
summary, $2.060 million. I will go to the Minister of
Industry, Tourism and Investment and ask the
Minister if he has any witnesses he wishes to bring
into the House.
HON. DAVID RAMSAY: Thank you, Madam Chair.
I do.
CHAIRPERSON (Ms. Bisaro):
Thank you,
Minister. Sergeant-at-Arms, if you would please
escort the witnesses into the Chamber. Does
committee agree?
SOME HON. MEMBERS: Agreed.
CHAIRPERSON (Ms. Bisaro): Some of them
are… That’s good. Welcome, witnesses. Mr.
Ramsay, if you would introduce your witnesses for
the record, please.
HON. DAVID RAMSAY: Thank you, Madam Chair.
To my right is assistant deputy minister of Industry,
Tourism and Investment, Ms. Kelly Kaylo, and to
my left is Deputy Minister Peter Vician.
CHAIRPERSON (Ms. Bisaro):
Thank you,
Minister Ramsay. Committee, we are on page 10-4.
Are there any questions? We’re on page 10-4, 105. Is committee agreed we are concluded activity
summary, tourism and parks, total infrastructure
investment summary, $2.060 million?
SOME HON. MEMBERS: Agreed.
CHAIRPERSON (Ms. Bisaro): Okay, committee,
we will go back to the department summary, page
10-2,
department
summary,
infrastructure
investment summary, total infrastructure investment
summary, $2.060 million. Is committee agreed we
are concluded with the Department of Industry,
Tourism and Investment?
SOME HON. MEMBERS: Agreed.
CHAIRPERSON (Ms. Bisaro):
Thank you,
committee. Thank you to the witnesses for your
attendance here today. Thank you, Minister
Ramsay. Sergeant-at-Arms, if you would please
escort the witnesses from the Chamber.
Okay, committee, we’ll move onto the Department
of Environment and Natural Resources, page 11-2,
department summary, infrastructure investment
summary, total infrastructure investment summary,
$1.861 million. We will defer this page until we’ve
concluded the department. We’ll move onto page
11-6, activity summary, wildlife, infrastructure
investment summary, total infrastructure investment
summary, $286,000. Minister Miltenberger, do you
have any witnesses you wish to bring into the
Chamber?
HON. MICHAEL MILTENBERGER: Madam Chair,
I would if they were here, but I’m prepared to
proceed in any case.
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CHAIRPERSON (Ms. Bisaro): Does committee
agree we will proceed without witnesses?
SOME HON. MEMBERS: Agreed.
CHAIRPERSON (Ms. Bisaro):
Thank you,
committee. Thank you, Minister Miltenberger.
Committee, we’re on pages 11-6 and 11-7. Any
questions, committee? Page 11-6, 11-7, activity
summary,
wildlife,
infrastructure
investment
summary, total infrastructure investment summary,
$286,000. We are agreed?
SOME HON. MEMBERS: Agreed.
CHAIRPERSON (Ms. Bisaro):
Thank you,
committee. We’ll move to page 11-8, 11-9, activity
summary, forest management, infrastructure
investment summary, total infrastructure investment
summary, $1.510 million. Mr. Hawkins.
MR. HAWKINS: Thank you, Madam Chair. The
Minister of ENR was explaining earlier to me about
lightning rods and I’d like to know how many
lightning rod detectors we have in the Northwest
Territories. Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON (Ms. Bisaro):
Hawkins. Minister Miltenberger.

Thank you, Mr.

HON. MICHAEL MILTENBERGER: Nine, Madam
Chair.
CHAIRPERSON (Ms. Bisaro): I’m sorry.
HON. MICHAEL MILTENBERGER: Thank you.
I’m speaking English, not German. Nine, Madam
Chair.
---Laughter
CHAIRPERSON (Ms. Bisaro):
Thank
Minister, for the clarification. Mr. Hawkins.

you,

MR. HAWKINS: Would the Minister be able to
elaborate exactly where they are in proximity to
Yellowknife and the Territories? Thank you.
CHAIRPERSON (Ms. Bisaro): We are discussing
capital investment, Mr. Hawkins. Mr. Minister,
would you care to comment?
HON. MICHAEL MILTENBERGER: Madam Chair,
there’s nine of these detectors strategically located
throughout the Boreal Forest that give us a network
and grid for when lightning strikes to map the tens
of thousands, if not hundreds of thousands of
lightning strikes over the course of the year. The
majority of them are located in the southern part of
the territory and then there are some up the valley.
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management. I was wondering if we could get a bit
of a description of what exactly is, according to the
project listing, remote camera observation system.
Can I get an idea of exactly what this is?
CHAIRPERSON (Ms. Bisaro):
Dolynny. Mr. Miltenberger.

Thank you, Mr.

HON. MICHAEL MILTENBERGER: Thank you,
Madam Chair. Those are pieces of equipment that
give us 24/7 capacity to survey the landscape tied
into the various towers we have. They feed
information into the system so that we can track
what’s happening without necessarily having a
person in the area.
MR. DOLYNNY: Is this a replacement of product
that we have in terms of system or is this a brand
new technology to the Territories?
HON. MICHAEL MILTENBERGER: We’re taking
advantage of an emerging technology that gives us
this capacity, tied into some of the more
conventional existing technology. It just enhances
our capacity, mechanically or technologically,
without necessarily having people on the ground.
MR. DOLYNNY: Are these camera systems tied
into what was referred to earlier as the nine
observation towers or lightning towers that are
unmanned?
HON. MICHAEL MILTENBERGER: They form
part of the fire system that we have for detecting
and responding to fires. The lightning system feeds
into the Fire Centre in Fort Smith and tracks by
computer, the lightning strikes that occur with the
technology that’s installed in these lightning
detectors. The cameras and the fixed observation
sites are where we are surveying the landscape,
and looking for signs of smoke and other signs that
would lead us to believe that there may be fire
activity.
MR. DOLYNNY:
I would assume that the
predominant use of this remote camera observation
program is for spring/summer/early fall. Does this
camera system have any use during winter
months? Is there a purpose that this equipment
would have a potential opportunity for observation?
HON. MICHAEL MILTENBERGER:
I must
confess, I’m not sure if it’s put to use in the winter
months. I know it’s installed predominantly and
specifically for taking advantage of giving us an
added tool during fire season.

CHAIRPERSON (Ms. Bisaro): Thank you, Mr.
Miltenberger. Do you have anything further, Mr.
Hawkins? Are there any other questions? We are
on activity summary, forest management,
infrastructure
investment
summary,
total
infrastructure investment summary, $1.510 million.
Mr. Dolynny.

CHAIRPERSON (Ms. Bisaro): Thank you, Mr.
Miltenberger. Thank you, Mr. Dolynny. Seeing no
one on my list, we are on activity summary, forest
management, infrastructure investment summary,
total infrastructure investment summary, $1.51
million.

MR. DOLYNNY:
Thank you, Madam Chair.
Welcome to the Minister here on the topic of forest

CHAIRPERSON (Ms. Bisaro): We will turn to
pages 11-11 and 11-12, activity summary,

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Agreed.
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environment, infrastructure investment summary,
total infrastructure investment summary, $65,000.
SOME HON. MEMBERS: Agreed.
CHAIRPERSON (Ms. Bisaro):
Is committee
agreed we are concluded the department… Oh, do
we have one more? Oh, yes. We need to return to
page 11-2, department summary, infrastructure
investment summary, total infrastructure investment
summary, $1.861 million.
SOME HON. MEMBERS: Agreed.
CHAIRPERSON (Ms. Bisaro): Does committee
agree that we have concluded the Department of
Environment and Natural Resources?
SOME HON. MEMBERS: Agreed.
CHAIRPERSON (Ms. Bisaro):
committee. Mr. Menicoche.

Thank

you,

COMMITTEE MOTION 37-17(3):
CONCURRENCE OF TABLED DOCUMENT
64-17(3), NORTHWEST TERRITORIES
CAPITAL ESTIMATES 2013-2014,
CARRIED
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Tabled Document 64-17(3) is concluded, and that
the House concur in those estimates and that an
appropriation bill to be based thereon be introduced
without delay. Mr. Speaker, I move that the report
of Committee of the Whole be concurred with.
Thank you.
MR. SPEAKER: Thank you, Ms. Bisaro. Do we
have a seconder to the motion? Mr. Yakeleya.
---Carried
Item 22, third reading of bills. Mr. Clerk, orders of
the day.

Orders of the Day
CLERK OF THE HOUSE (Mr. Mercer): Orders of
the day for Monday, October 29, 2012, at 1:30 p.m.:
1. Prayer
2. Ministers’ Statements
3. Members’ Statements
4. Returns to Oral Questions
5. Recognition of Visitors in the Gallery

MR. MENICOCHE: Thank you, Madam Chair. I
move that consideration of Tabled Document 6417(3), Northwest Territories Capital Estimates
2013-2014, be now concluded and that Tabled
Document 64-17(3) be reported and recommended
as ready for further consideration in formal session
through the form of an appropriation bill. Thank you,
Madam Chair.

6. Acknowledgements

CHAIRPERSON (Ms. Bisaro): Thank you, Mr.
Menicoche. The motion is being circulated. The
motion is in order. To the motion.

12. Reports of Standing and Special Committees

SOME HON. MEMBERS: Question.
CHAIRPERSON (Ms. Bisaro): Question has been
called.

7. Oral Questions
8. Written Questions
9. Returns to Written Questions
10. Replies to Opening Address
11. Petitions
13. Reports of Committees on the Review of Bills
14. Tabling of Documents
15. Notices of Motion
16. Notices of Motion for First Reading of Bills

---Carried

17. Motions

Thank you, committee. What is the wish of
committee? Mr. Menicoche.

18. First Reading of Bills

MR. MENICOCHE: Thank you, Madam Chair. I
move that we report progress.

-

Bill 12, An Act to Amend the Human Rights
Act

-

Bill 13, An Act to Repeal the Credit Union
Act

---Carried
CHAIRPERSON (Ms. Bisaro): I will now rise and
report progress. Thank you, committee.
MR. SPEAKER: Can I have the report from
Committee of the Whole, please, Ms. Bisaro?

Report of Committee of the Whole
MS. BISARO: Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Your
committee has been considering Tabled Document
64-17(3), Northwest Territories Capital Estimates
2013-2014, and would like to report progress with
one motion being adopted, that consideration of

19. Second Reading of Bills
20. Consideration in Committee of the Whole of
Bills and Other Matters
-

Bill
2,
Miscellaneous
Amendment Act, 2012

Statute

-

Bill 8, An Act to Amend the Securities Act

21. Report of Committee of the Whole
22. Third Reading of Bills
23. Orders of the Day

Law
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MR. SPEAKER:
Thank you, Mr. Clerk.
Accordingly, this House stands adjourned until
Monday, October 29, 2012, at 1:30 p.m.
---ADJOURNMENT
The House adjourned at 3:55 p.m.
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